ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Currently, there is substantial evidence suggesting GABA release from F2 terminals is regulated 86 by the activation of metabotropic glutamate receptors (mGluRs) (Cox and Sherman, 2000; Cox 87 Individual relay neurons were filled via recording pipette with Alexa 594 (50 µM, 149
Molecular Probes) and imaged by laser excitation (820 nm) using a two-photon laser scanning 150 microscopy system (Ultima, Prairie Technologies) coupled with a Ti-sapphire laser (MaiTai HP, 151 Spectra Physics). To photo-release glutamate, a single-photon visible laser (405 nm) was coupled 152 into the scan head with a photoactivation module and focused at a relay neuron dendrite using a 153 second set of galvanometers (Prairie Technologies). A short duration laser pulse (0.1-3.0 ms) 154 was used and the laser intensity was adjusted to just above response threshold. Bath application 155 of RuBi-Glutamate (100 µM) was chosen because of its high quantum efficiency and reduced 156 antagonistic effects on GABAergic transmission compared to other caged-glutamate compounds 157 (Fino et al., 2009 ). The extent of glutamate diffusion following photo-release was determined by 158 varying the lateral distance between the dendrite and the center of the light beam using basal 159 dendrites of layer V pyramidal neurons. The relationship between lateral position and the 160 magnitude of the glutamate response was described by a single Gaussian function, and the half-161 width was used to determine spread. 162
163

Data analyses 164
Detection and analysis of IPSC activity were performed off-line using Mini-Analysis 165 software (Synaptosoft). All events were detected automatically by the software and verified post 166 hoc by visual analysis. The amplitude threshold (8-12 pA) was adjusted above baseline noise 167 level recorded in the presence of a GABA A receptor antagonist (SR95531: 10 µM). It should be 168 noted that any frequency analysis of miniature IPSC activity is confounded by the background 169 release arising from F1 terminals, and therefore will have impacted both the calculated baseline 170 activity and peak F2-mediated response. Calculating the change in IPSC activity in response to 171 DHPG application was accomplished using two different measures: IPSC frequency and the root 172 mean square (RMS) of the current recording. The change in IPSC frequency in response to 173 DHPG was determined by subtracting the average baseline frequency, over a 2 min period, from 174 the peak DHPG response, over a 5 second period. The change in RMS, which is a measure of the 175 power of IPSC activity, was calculated using pClamp10 software. Briefly, the RMS was 176 calculated across a single 10 second sweep and the change in response to DHPG was determined 177
by subtracting the average baseline activity (2 min; 12 sweeps) from the peak DHPG response 178 over a 10 second period (1 sweep). The net change in charge during the late phase of both Type-179
A and Type-B responses was calculated from baseline by integrating the current signal over a 5 s 180 period beginning 1 s after the onset of the stimulation. To classify a given relay neuron as iGluR-181 sensitive or iGluR-insensitive, proximal dendritic locations were stimulated with different laser 182 powers and durations. We have previously shown the vast majority of F2 responses will be found 183 on proximal dendrites (Crandall and Cox, 2012) . In order for a cell to be classified as iGluR-184 sensitive, just a single location needed to generate a glutamate-evoked increase in IPSC activity 185 (gluIPSC). In contrast, a cell was classified as iGluR-insensitive if it did not produce a single 186 detectable gluIPSC response after stimulating 30-50 different locations. 187
For morphological analyses we acquired stacked images of the cell (5.12 pixels/μm; 0.25 188 μm steps in z-axis) and reconstructed it using NIH ImageJ Software. Dendritic orientation was 189 quantified using a Sholl ring analysis (Friedlander et 
RESULTS
203
To explore the functional regulation of inhibitory dendrodendritic synapses, we used 204 single-photon glutamate uncaging to evoke local GABA release from dendrites of rat thalamic 205 interneurons (Crandall and Cox, 2012 To locate a dendrodendritic connection between an inhibitory F2 terminal and 214 postsynaptic relay neuron, we photo-released RuBi-Glutamate (0.1-3.0 ms; λ=405 nm) near a 215 dendrite of a dLGN relay neuron filled with Alexa 594 (50 µM) and recorded inhibitory activity 216 in the same relay neuron (Fig. 1A) . Because previous anatomical and physiological studies have 217 shown F2 terminals preferentially target the proximal dendrites of relay neurons (Crandall and 218 Cox, 2012; Hamos et al., 1987; Wilson et al., 1984) , we focused our search to dendrites located 219 within 10-50 µm of the soma. To eliminate glutamate-generated action potentials in interneurons 220 and thus axonal output (F1 terminals) from these cells, the voltage-gated sodium channel blocker 221 tetrodotoxin (TTX: 1 µM) was present in all experiments. Since our previous work has shown 222 glutamate does not act directly on F1 terminals (Cox et al., 1998; Crandall and Cox, 2012) , any 223 change in mIPSC frequency will result from the local and selective activation of dendritic F2 224
terminals. 225
When systematically photostimulating the dendrites of relay neurons, we identified a 226 dendrodendritic connection as a glutamate-evoked increase in IPSC activity (gluIPSC) that was 227 associated with the direct photostimulation of the postsynaptic relay neuron (Fig. 1B) . GluIPSCs 228 were completely blocked by antagonist SR95531 (10 µM, n=6), indicating that the responses 229 were mediated by GABA A receptors on the postsynaptic relay neuron (Fig. 1B) . GluIPSCs were 230 also blocked by the AMPA receptor antagonist DNQX (20-40 µM, n=7) and the NMDA receptor 231 antagonist CPP (10-20 µM, n=4) (Fig. 1C, D) . These results are consistent with a feedforward 232 inhibitory mechanism that depends on fast glutamatergic excitation of a presynaptic interneuron 233 dendrite via iGluRs, and are qualitatively similar to the TTX-insensitive responses we have 234 previously shown to be F2 terminal-mediated Sherman, 1999, 2000; Crandall and Cox, 235 2012) . In order to determine the size of the active area during photostimulation, we performed 236 additional experiments in which we measured the relationship between the peak amplitude of a 237 glutamate induced response and the lateral position of the light beam, relative to an isolated 238 dendrite (Fig. 1E) . From these experiments, we estimated that the lateral full-width-at-half-239 maximal (FWHM) diameter of the stimulation was 5.8±1.2 µm (n=5). To gain insight into the 240 magnitude of excitation with photostimulation, we also examined the direct excitatory response 241 on primary dendrites (10-20 µm from soma) of relay neurons (Fig. 1F) shown), these results suggested that relay neurons with strong DHPG sensitivity could have more 303 branch points per primary branch. Therefore we proceeded to calculate the average number of 304 branch points per primary branch for each relay neuron. As shown in figure 3F , the average 305 number of branch points per primary branch was strongly and significantly correlated with 306 DHPG sensitivity (R=0.825, p<0.0001, n=26, Fig. 3F ). These results suggest that arbor 307 complexity, as measured by branch points and not dendritic orientation is a key morphological 308 feature associated with rat relay neurons innervated by inhibitory F2 terminals. 309 310
Two distinct types of F2 terminals mediate dendrodendritic inhibition in thalamus 311
From our earlier studies, we found that not only do iGluR and mGluR mediated output 312 from F2 terminals presynaptic to the same cell, but these dendritic terminals preferentially target 313 a morphologically distinct population of rat relay neurons. We next asked if iGluRs and mGluRs 314 regulate output from the same or distinct F2 terminals. To address this, we wanted to 315 photostimulate local iGluR-and mGluR-mediated responses from the same dendrodendritic 316 connection. Considering mGluR-mediated responses in dLGN are evoked following high 317 frequency, tetanic electrical stimulation of afferent fibers (Govindaiah and Cox, 2004; 318 McCormick and von Krosigk, 1992), we first determined if photoreleased glutamate could 319 repeatedly and reliably evoke a local mGluR response in our slice preparation. This was done by 320 directly stimulating a relay neuron dendrite with tetanic photostimulation (10 pulses, 1.5 ms 321 duration, 100 Hz; At a membrane potential of -65 mV, tetanic photostimulation of a relay neuron dendrite 328 resulted in a fast depolarization that was followed by a slow depolarizing response in 13 of 16 329 neurons examined (Fast depolarization: peak: 8.6±4.5 mV; latency to peak: 69.9±22.8 ms, n=13; 330 Fig. 4B ). These responses were noticeably different in both magnitude and duration compared to 331 those observed after a single laser photostimulation (Fig. 1F) . Subsequent application of the 332 AMPA receptor antagonist DNQX (20-40 µM) and NMDA receptor antagonist CPP (10-20 µM) 333 blocked the fast potential but did not eliminate the slow depolarization (peak: 1.1±0.5 mV; 334 latency to peak: 1.2±0.5 s; area: 5040±2053 mV*ms, n=8; Fig, 4C ). The long-lasting duration of 335 the slow response (duration: 11.5±2.9 s; range: 8-17 s) is consistent with mGluR activation and 336 is qualitatively similar to responses observed after a high frequency stimulation of 337 corticothalamic fibers (McCormick and von Krosigk, 1992) . Subsequent application of the 338 mGluR 1 antagonist LY367385 (100 µM) resulted in a significant attenuation of the amplitude 339 and area of the slow depolarization (peak: 0.4±0.2 mV, n=7, p<0.001; area: 228±422 mV*ms, 340 n=7, p<0.0001, paired t-Test; Fig. 4D, E ). These results demonstrate that local tetanic 341 photostimulation can repeatedly and reliably activate local mGluRs in the slice preparation. 342
To evoke a local mGluR-mediated inhibitory output from interneuron dendrites, we first 343 located a dendrodendritic connection by photostimulating with a single laser pulse (iGluR-344 mediated gluIPSC; Fig. 5A ). We subsequently stimulated the same location with a tetanic 345 photostimulation (10 pulses, 1.0-3.0 ms, 100 Hz). As illustrated in figure 5B and C, tetanic 346 photostimulation produced two distinct types of responses. The first, which we are calling a 347 'Type-A F2 response', was characterized by a transient increase in gluIPSC activity (Fig. 5B, D) . 348
The second response, which we are calling a 'Type-B F2 response', was characterized by a 349 transient increase in gluIPSC activity and a delayed increase in IPSC activity that Curiously, many of the gluIPSCs during the late phase of the Type-B response appeared 356 in clusters or bursts (Fig. 5C, inset) . In total, 7 of the 12 dendrodendritic connections identified 357 as producing a Type-B response also produced clear clusters of IPSCs. Of these dendrodendritic 358 connections, clusters began appearing 0.5-1.0 seconds following the initial response and an 359 average of 8.1±4.2 clusters were observed per stimulation, which was significantly more than 360 those produced after a single laser pulse (1.0±0.9 bursts, n=7, p<0.01, paired t-test). Clusters of 361
IPSCs had a mean peak-to-peak interval of 411±212 ms or occurred at a frequency of 3.0±1.5 Hz 362 (n=209 bursts from 7 neurons). 363
Overall, the longer time course of the inhibitory output generated during the Type-B 364 response is suggestive of mGluR-mediated activation (Govindaiah and Cox, 2004; McCormick 365 and von Krosigk, 1992) . To test the potential contribution of mGluRs, we used the selective 366 mGluR 5 antagonist MPEP because it has been shown to attenuate dendrodendritic activity in 367 thalamus (Govindaiah and Cox, 2006) . In MPEP (50 µM), the evoked increase in IPSC activity 368 during the late phase was strongly attenuated (Fig. 6A) . The initial response, which was 369 unaffected by MPEP, was subsequently blocked by DNQX (20 µM, n=6; Fig. 6A, bottom trace) . 370
In figure 6B , the time course of IPSC activity before and after MPEP application is summarized 371 for 6 of 8 terminals (8 neurons) that maintained stable baseline activity throughout the recording. 372
Consistent with the observed attenuation in IPSC activity, we found that the average change in 373 charge during the late phase of the Type-B response was significantly reduced with MPEP 374 application (Control: 15.5±34.6 pC; +MPEP: -3.3±20.3 pC, n=6; p<0.05, Wilcoxon Signed 375 Ranks Test; Fig. 6B ). These results indicate that the inhibitory output produced during the late 376 phase of the Type-B response is dependent on the activation of mGluRs. 377
DISCUSSION
378
In this study, we used focal glutamate uncaging and whole-cell recordings to investigate 379 the local regulation of feedforward inhibitory microcircuits involving presynaptic dendrites of 380 interneurons in the visual thalamus (i.e., F2 terminals). Here we describe two distinct types of 381 F2-mediated responses in rat visual thalamus based on glutamate receptor regulation and 382 physiological output. The most frequently encountered response was the Type-A response, 383 which was mediated exclusively by iGluRs (i.e. AMPA & NMDA). In contrast, the less 384 frequently encountered Type-B response was mediated by a combination of iGluRs and mGluRs 385 (i.e. mGluR5). We also demonstrate that iGluR-and mGluR-mediated F2 responses are 386 commonly observed in the same postsynaptic neurons, which are morphologically distinct from 387 those neurons in which no F2-mediated responses were observed. Since photostimulation was 388 relatively focal (~6 μm at FWHM) and resulted in small direct excitatory responses (~1.5 mV), 389 these results strongly suggest distinct types of F2 terminals could be responsible for generating 390 the responses described. However, it is worth noting that the responses described are likely to 391 have resulted from direct activation of more than one F2 terminal as well as non-synaptic 392 receptors, since F2 terminals are small (~1 μm) and typically found in clusters (Montero, 1986) . 393
394
The Type-A and Type-B F2 terminal 395 Figure 7 depicts a putative Type-A and Type-B F2 terminals participating in a triadic 396 synaptic arrangement. Based on the physiological data presented in this study, the Type-A F2 397 terminal would be exclusively regulated by iGluRs (i.e., AMPA and NMDA receptors), whereas 398 the Type-B F2 terminals would be regulated by both iGluRs and mGluRs (i.e., AMPA, NMDA, 399 and mGluR 5 receptors). Interestingly, Type-A terminals were encountered more often than the 400 Type-B terminals (~2:1). However, since both Type-A and Type-B responses were first 401 identified by their iGluR-mediated output, we cannot rule out the possibility we missed a 402 population of F2 responses/terminals exclusively mediated by mGluRs. 403
The finding that most F2 responses evoked with local glutamate uncaging were mediated 404 exclusively by iGluRs was surprising given previous physiological data which supported a 405 significant role for mGluRs and to a lesser extent iGluRs, in regulating GABA output from the targeting F2 terminal rich dendritic appendages rather than the main dendritic trunks (Hamos et 442 al., 1985; Montero, 1986 Montero, , 1991 
Similarities between rat and cat dLGN relay neurons 451
The visual system of many mammals can be divided into several functionally distinct, 452 parallel pathways from the retina to neocortex, responsible for processing different forms of 453 visual information (Lennie, 1980; Livingstone and Hubel, 1987; Nassi and Callaway, 2009 ; 454 Sherman and Spear, 1982) . In the cat, the W-, X-, and Y-pathways target three physiological and 455 morphological distinct relay cell types in the dLGN (Lennie, 1980; Sherman and Spear, 1982) . 456
Although, all three cell type receive input from axons of thalamic interneurons, the dendrites of 457 interneurons preferentially contact X-type thalamocortical neurons (Friedlander et In the cat, X-cells tend to be bipolar in shape with dendrites that are elongated along 464 projection lines, while Y-cells tend to be more radially symmetrical (Friedlander et al., 1981) . 465 We found that dendritic orientation is not a great indicator of F2 innervation of rat dLGN relay 466 neurons. However, relay neurons with strong F2 innervation did have more complex dendritic 467 arborizations than those with weak innervation, as defined by the number of branch points per 468 primary dendritic branch. This finding correlates well with our anecdotal evidence that F2 469 terminals are commonly found at or near branch points. The complex arborization of rat relay 470 neurons is also qualitatively similar to those morphological features described in the cat. In that, 471 Y-cell dendrites tend to be large, fairly straight and possess few simple appendages, while X-cell 472 dendrites tend to be thin and sinuous, with many grape-like appendages (Friedlander et 
